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ABSTRACT 15 

In this paper, a non-coaxial, plane strain soil model is developed in the framework of 16 

initial soil strength anisotropy that is described by taking the internal friction angle to 17 

be a function of principal stress orientations. The conventional Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) 18 

yield criterion is generalized to give an anisotropic yield criterion, with the curve in the 19 

deviatoric stress space forming an ellipse. Both rotational and eccentric ellipses are 20 

discussed. The formulation of non-coaxial constitutive equations is described by a 21 

general form in terms of the plastic strain rate. In this form, the plastic strain rate is 22 

divided into two parts: the conventional component that is derived from the classical 23 

plastic potential theory, and the non-coaxial component that is assumed to be tangential 24 

to the yield surface. The newly proposed model is validated by the analytical 25 

calculations and DEM simulation results in simple shear tests. Conclusions can be 26 

drawn that this model is generally capable of capturing the DEM observations of simple 27 

shear testing. 28 

 29 

INTRODUCTION 30 

The foundation of classical plasticity theory was laid in the 1950s and 1960s. One of 31 

the key concepts of the theory assumed that the principal stress and plastic strain rate 32 
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directions are coaxial, as reviewed by Yu (2007). Normally geotechnical applications 33 

are performed in the content of soil coaxiality (e.g., Wu et al 2019; He et al 2019). 34 

Recent experimental research (e.g., Roscoe et al. 1967; Roscoe 1970; Tong et al 2010; 35 

Yang 2013) and micro-mechanical evidence (e.g., Drescher and De Josselin de Jong 36 

1972;  Zhang 2003; Ai  et al 2014) have found that during rotations of the principal 37 

stresses, the principal axes of strains rotate as well; however, generally they do not 38 

coincide with each other. Non-coincidence of orientations of the principal stress and 39 

plastic strain rate was thereafter classified in the plasticity theory as non-coaxiality.  40 

 41 

A number of constitutive models have been proposed to incorporate non-coaxial 42 

plasticity through phenomenological or multi-scale approaches. In the past, non-coaxial 43 

models were developed in the framework of soil isotropy, e.g., non-coaxial models 44 

based on the yield vertex theory (Yang and Yu, 2006a) and the double shearing theory 45 

(Yu and Yuan, 2006), the hypoplastic constitutive law enhanced by mirco-polar terms 46 

to account for the non-coaxiality (Tejchman and Wu, 2009), modified multi-laminate 47 

models taking into account the rotation of the principal stress axes (Pande and Sharma, 48 

1983; Neher, et al., 2002) and others (Borja, et al., 2003; Qian, et al., 2008; Huang, et 49 

al., 2010). Many researchers suggested that the intrinsic fabric of soils is anisotropic, 50 

where soil particles tend to be aligned in some preferred directions during deposition 51 

(e.g., Arthur, et al., 1977; Cai, et al., 2012; Yang, 2013). Recent studies have 52 

demonstrated the necessity of incorporating both anisotropy and non-coaxiality to 53 

simulate soil behaviour subjected to severe stress rotations (Li and Dafalias, 2004; 54 

Tsutsumi and Hashiguchi, 2005; Sadrnejad and Shakeri, 2017). 55 

 56 

Although many non-coaxial models in the literature have been developed for granular 57 

materials, they have not been widely applied to investigate boundary value problems. 58 

Indeed, aforementioned non-coaxial models developed through a phenomenological 59 

approach often introduce too many parameters without physical meanings and are 60 

difficult for calibration; while in the models developed through a multi-scale approach 61 

(e.g., fabric tensor-based constitutive models), the effects of fabric anisotropy and non-62 

coaxiality are described by quantities light on clear physical meanings. 63 
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A particular literature can be referred to Yang and Yu (2006a; 2006b; 2010), who 64 

performed a series of numerical evolutions of a couple of pre-failure, non-coaxial 65 

models. The simple formulations of their models allowed them to be used in analyzing 66 

geotechnical problems (Yang and Yu, 2006c). Nevertheless, their models are restricted 67 

to initial soil isotropy characterized by the conventional Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) criterion.  68 

 69 

In this paper, a plane strain, perfect plasticity non-coaxial model is developed, in which 70 

the conventional isotropic M-C yield criterion has been generalized to incorporate the 71 

effects of initial soil strength anisotropy. Two more material parameters are added to 72 

those of the conventional isotropic M–C yield criterion to form an anisotropic yield 73 

criterion. Both parameters demonstrate clear physical meanings and can be easily 74 

calibrated. The validation of this newly developed model is performed by comparing 75 

the numerical results of simple shear problems with analytical results and Discrete 76 

Element Method (DEM)-based virtual experimental observations.  77 

 78 

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS OF THE MODEL 79 

A non-coaxial, plane strain model is developed in the content of initial soil strength 80 

anisotropy. The elastic part follows Hooke’s model. All stresses are assumed to be 81 

effective stresses and the signs of the stress (rate) are chosen to be positive for tension. 82 

 83 

The anisotropic yield criterion 84 

The shape in the stress space of (
蹄猫貸蹄熱態 , 購掴槻) is a circle for the conventional isotropic M-85 

C yield criterion, of which the radius only depends on the mean pressure p. However, 86 

in a significant paper, Booker and Davis (1972) developed a general anisotropic yield 87 

criterion, where the curve in the stress space of (
蹄猫貸蹄熱態 , 購掴槻 ) was assumed to be a 88 

function of  p and ep. ep refers to the angle between the major principal compressive 89 

stress direction and the y-axis. p is updated during the process of shearing and can be 90 

defined by: 91 
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Similarly, the direction of principal plastic strain rate に悌岌 妊  can be defined by: 93 
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Stresses are denoted by (購掴, 購槻, 購掴槻), and it is assumed to be impossible to attain states 95 

of stress lying outside the yield surface. As many laboratory experimental results (e.g., 96 

Yang 2013) gave that the internal friction angle is changing with the change of principal 97 

stress directions, the anisotropic yield criterion can be written in the following general 98 

form, when plane strain conditions are assumed (with tension positive): 99 

( , , ) ( , ) 0x y xy pf R F p                                (3)                                       100 

Where  101 

( , ) ( ) ( )p max pF p p ccot sin                              (4) 102 

and 迎 噺 怠態 岷盤ぴ掴 伐 ぴ槻匪態 髪 ねぴ掴槻態 峅怠【態 , p=
怠態(jx+jy), tan(2ep)=2jxy/(jx-jy), c denotes the 103 

cohesion.  104 

As shown in Fig. 1b, the anisotropic yield curve in the deviatoric stress space is assumed 105 

as a rotational ellipse with a rotation angle of 2 紅. With respect to the rotational ellipse, 106 

parameters 轄max and 轄min represent the maximum and minimum peak internal friction 107 

angles, respectively along all possible major principal stress directions. The semi-major 108 

and semi-minor ellipse lengths are denoted as Lmax and Lmin (Fig.1b). To define the 109 

anisotropic yield criterion, two anisotropic parameters n and 紅  are added to those 110 

material properties of the conventional isotropic M-C yield criterion: 111 

 n= Lmin/ Lmax = sin轄min/sin轄max, and 0<n≤1. This parameter is to quantify the 112 

degree of strength anisotropy. The smaller the value of n is, the larger the degree of 113 

initial strength anisotropy is. In particular, the conventional isotropic M-C yield 114 

criterion is recovered when n=1.0. 115 

 紅  is denoted as the angle when the major compressive principal stress, 116 

corresponding to the case of the maximum peak internal friction angle, is inclined to 117 

the vertical direction in a Cartesian coordinate; and 紅 ranges from 0 to 
訂替 (Yang, 118 

2013). 119 

Both n and く depend on the intrinsic micro-structure characteristics of soils and history 120 

of constitution (e.g., sedimentation; tectogenesis) of the soils. The parameter く is not 121 

updated with the changing of loading paths. 122 
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In this situation, the expression of sin轄(ep) in Equation 4 can be derived by geometric 123 

considerations as follows: 124 

2 2 2
( )

(2 2 ) (2 2 )

max
p

p p

nsin
sin

n cos sin




 
 

    
                   (5) 125 

It is suggested by the Hollow Cylinder Apparatus (HCA) experimental results that the 126 

peak internal friction angle reduces with increasing g and it has a slight rebound at 127 

g=90º , when the intermediated principal stress parameter (b=(j2-j3)/(j1-j2)) is given 128 

(e.g., Yang 2013). Here g represents the direction of the major principal stress relative 129 

to the vertical: 130 糠 噺 怠態 建欠券貸怠岫に酵提佃岻【岫購佃 伐 購提岻                                (6) 131 

The maximum magnitude of the peak internal friction angle is obtained when the major 132 

principal stress direction lies between 2く=0-ヾ/2, so we constrain the value of く to drop 133 

between 0-ヾ/4. Moreover, it should be noted that the formulation of the rotational ellipse 134 

to describe initial strength anisotropy is just one particular case of the anisotropic yield 135 

criterion. Other types of ellipses are possible. An eccentric ellipse anisotropic yield 136 

criterion can be introduced to complement the proposed type. The formulation of the 137 

yield surface is similar to the proposed case. The only difference in the formulation of 138 

the yield criterion when compared with the rotational ellipse will be the definition of 139 

sin轄(ep): 140 

2 4 2 2 2 2

2 2 2
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          (7) 141 

and 142 

1
( )

2 maxa pS sin sin                                        (8) 143 

1
( )

2 maxb psiS n sin                                        (9) 144 

where 轄p denotes the internal friction angle obtained when ep=ヾ/2, 轄max denotes the 145 

maximum peak internal friction angle and n represents the ratio of the minor axis 146 

divided by the major axis of the ellipse (0<n≤1). 147 

Details of the validation can be referred to Yuan et al (2018). 148 

Non-coaxial plastic flow rule 149 

Following Yu and Yuan (2006), the total plastic strain rate is composed by: 1) the 150 
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conventional part that is derived from the classical plastic potential theory; 2) the non-151 

coaxial part caused by stress rates that is tangential to the yield curve. The plastic strain 152 

rate 資岌 椎 is generally shown as (Fig.2): 153 資岌 椎 噺 膏岌  擢巽擢時  髪 倦 ゲ 参岌     if  血 噺 ど   and  血岌 噺 ど                            (10) 154 

Where 膏岌  is a positive scalar and g denotes the plastic potential; k is a non-coaxial 155 

coefficient;  参岌  is the material derivative dependent on the tangential stress state, which 156 

is a function of the direction of principal stresses and the internal friction angle. Details 157 

of the tangential and conventional component of the plastic strain rate can be found in 158 

the Appendix. 159 

 160 

With respect to non-associativity in the conventional plastic flow rule (g ≠ f), the plastic 161 

potential (g) takes the variation of dilation angle into account. The dilation angle is taken 162 

to be a function of principal stress directions, and varies between zero and the value of 163 

the corresponding internal friction angle. The plastic potential is displayed as: 164 

2 21 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ,

4 2y x xy x y pg sin constant                              (11) 165 

and 166 

2 2 2

sin
sin ( )

cos (2 2 ) sin (2 2 )

max
p

p p

n

n




 


 

    
                        (12) 167 

where ねmax denotes the maximum dilation angle. 168 

 169 

Summary of parameters 170 

Three new parameters, i.e. く, n and k, are introduced by the new non-coaxial soil model. 171 

Various values of strength with direction (at least three) can be obtained from plane 172 

strain monotonic loading tests, e.g., biaxial testing or HCA testing. These values of 173 

strength with direction can be substituted in the yield function to calculate く, n andmax. 174 

If experimental data is sufficient, two anisotropic parameters く and n can be obtained 175 

using the nonlinear regression analysis, to guarantee the accuracy and validate the 176 

anisotropic yield criterion. The non-coaxial parameter k can be obtained by analyzing 177 

the stress-strain results from laboratory testing subjected to principal stress rotations, 178 

e.g., simple shear testing or HCA testing. As analyzed by Yu (2007), k can be 179 
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determined based on the double shearing theory (Spencer, 1964; Harris, 1993) and the 180 

yield-vertex flow rule proposed by Rudnicki and Rice (1975). 181 

 182 

VALIDATION IN SIMPLE SHEAR TESTS 183 

As the soil sample under simple shear loading is subject to a severe principal stress 184 

rotation, the numerical validation of the newly proposed non-coaxial model can be 185 

conducted using simple shear problems. For simplicity, a single isoparametric, eight-186 

noded, plane strain reduced integration element CPE8R is used. All of the sides remain 187 

linear, and the top and bottom are kept parallel to their original directions throughout 188 

loading. The bottom nodes are fixed and neither vertical nor horizontal movements are 189 

allowed under this assumption. A prescribed shear strain けxy is employed and the x-190 

direction is constrained to have zero direct strain (ix=0). Hence, the sample is subjected 191 

to a rotation of the principal stress caused by the change in the induced shear stress kxy. 192 

It should be noted here that jx is equal to jz throughout the shearing due to the adoption 193 

of the plane strain condition in the z-direction and full constraining of the movement in 194 

the x-direction. Loading and boundary conditions are both based on ideal assumptions 195 

since the objective of this paper is to numerically validate the proposed non-coaxial soil 196 

model.  197 

 198 

The explicit form of an incremental stress-strain relationship of the newly proposed non-199 

coaxial model is implemented as a user subroutine in a commercial finite element code 200 

ABAQUS. By introducing one parameter a ( 欠 判 潔cot剛 ) (Abbo, 1997), the yield 201 

criterion is modified with a hyperbolic approximation to eliminate singularity. A close 202 

straight line that defines the anisotropic yield surface can be obtained by using an 203 

asymptotic hyperbola. The modified yield criterion can be shown as: 204 

2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
2

x y
xy p max pf a sin p ccot sin

 
   


                   (13) 205 

Where the negative branch of the hyperbola has been chosen. 206 

 207 

The explicit sub-stepping integration algorithm with automatic error controls is applied 208 

for the numerical implementation. If the stresses diverge from the yield condition at the 209 
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end of each subincrement in the integration process, correcting for this violation from 210 

the yield surface is required. The correction is carried out following the method 211 

suggested by Abbo (1997). However, as the tangential effect is considered in this paper, 212 

the isotropic stiffness matrix De in Abbo’s suggestion should be replaced by the 213 

modified elastic stiffness matrix (拶蚕博博博博) in Equation 39 (Appendix). 214 

 215 

Yu and Yuan (2006) reviewed the studies carried out by Anand (1983) and Savage and 216 

Lockner (1997), and they noticed that it is necessary to relax the original kinematic 217 

hypothesis that slip lines coincide with stress characteristics to allow the double shearing 218 

concept to be used more successfully in the range of pre-failure deformation. Following 219 

the analysis of Harris (1993), they assumed that the non-coaxial soil coefficient in their 220 

non-coaxial model would take a positive value if the stress and velocity characteristic 221 

directions are different. In this paper, the value of the non-coaxial soil coefficient k is 222 

taken as a positive constant. A cohesionless material is assumed in this section. In order 223 

to avoid the singularity problem for numerical modelling in ABAQUS, the value of 224 

cohesion is set as 0.001 kPa. 225 

 226 

Validation with analytical results (n=1.0) 227 

Material constants are set as the same as those used by Hansen (1961) to validate the 228 

accuracy, and the finite element formulation and solution procedures. When 229 

associativity is applied, the dilation angle ね(ep) equals to the friction angle 轄(ep). Yu 230 

and Yuan (2006) argued that the degree of non-associativity has negligible effects on 231 

the numerical simulations. Hence, ね(ep) is set to 0斎 for simplicity when non-associativity 232 

is applied. Typical mode parameters are shown in Table 1. 233 

 234 

The model is reduced to its isotropic counterpart when the anisotropic parameter n =1.0. 235 

Davis (1968) proposed that for a purely frictional soil on the slip line, the M-C failure 236 

criterion can be described by the following stress ratio: 237 

( )
1

xy
ultimate

y

sin cos

sin sin

  
  




                                   (14) 238 

where 轄 is the friction angle and ね refers to the dilation angle.  239 
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The ultimate values of the shear stress ratio are (jxy/jy) ultimate=0.577 (Fig. 3(a)) and 240 

(jxy/jy)ultimate=0.499 (Fig. 3(b)) by using associativity and non-associativity, 241 

respectively. These values are consistent with analytical results calculated from 242 

Equation 14. The lateral stress ratio K0 has negligible effects on the ultimate shear stress 243 

ratio. If K0 = 2.0, In addition, the peak of shear stress ratio is obtained as 244 

(jxy/jy)peak=0.577 (Fig. 3(b)), which agrees well with analytical results calculated by 245 

Hansen (1961) with (jxy/jy)peak= tan轄 (剛 噺 ぬど墜). A strain-softening can be observed in 246 

Fig. 3(b), when K0>1.0 in combination with non-associativity are used. The softening 247 

of the shear stress ratio occurs because the initial jx (i.e., 2jy) is larger than its ultimate 248 

value (jy). Given certain shear strength in the general stress space, a larger jx (jz) can 249 

bear a larger shear stress during the early stage of shearing. Both the coaxial and non-250 

coaxial predicted stress-strain curves tend to reach the same value at the ultimate stage 251 

during the process of shearing.   252 

 253 

As shown in Fig. 4, with coaxial plasticity, the principal plastic strain rate direction is 254 

always identical with the principal stress direction. The ultimate principal stress and 255 

principal plastic strain rate orientations to the x−axis approach 60º when associativity is 256 

used, and 45º when non-associativity is used. They are in agreement with the theoretical 257 

study of Davis (1968), who pointed out that, at the ultimate failure, any horizontal plane 258 

(i.e. a velocity characteristic) is always inclined at 45º+ね/2 with respect to the principal 259 

axis of the stress. The orientation is between 0º and 45º+ね/2 for K0=0.5; whereas, the 260 

orientation is between 45º+ね/2 and 90º for K0=2.0. The comparisons between numerical 261 

results and analytical results for coaxial plasticity testify to the correctness of the finite 262 

element implementation procedures of the present model. These findings are consistent 263 

with conclusions drawn by Yu and Yuan (2006). It is evident that non-coaxial model 264 

proposed by Yu and Yuan (2006) is a special case of our model. 265 

 266 

Comparison with Discrete Element Modelling simulations 267 

Numerical simulation results by the present model are compared with the results of 268 

DEM simulations subject to a simple shear stress path, and results by using the non-269 

coaxial model proposed by Yu and Yuan (2006). The non-coaxial model proposed by 270 
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Yu and Yuan (2006), was developed in the content of soil isotropy (the isotropic M-C 271 

criterion was adopted) and details can be found in their publication. The DEM tests were 272 

carried out by Qian et al (2016) on dense samples using PFC2D. In their DEM 273 

simulations, the grains are represented by clumps with a number of 2322, and the 274 

inherent anisotropy is produced due to the sample preparation. After isotopically 275 

consolidated to 200 kPa, the samples were sheared up to 30% of the shear strain. The 276 

local damping coefficient is 0.7. Details of the material properties for the DEM samples 277 

can be found in Qian et al (2016). 278 

 279 

A constant surface surcharge of p=200 kPa is applied to the finite element modelling by 280 

using non-coaxial models. The value of lateral stress ratio (K0=jx /jy) is set as K0=2.0 281 

(Handy, 2001). The directions of major principal stress are fixed at different bedding 282 

angles at 0o, 15o, 30o, 45o, 60o, 75o, 90o with respect to the x-direction (i.e., 90º- with 283 

respect to the y-direction). The value of the friction angle is obtained by a non-linear 284 

regression with DEM data performed in Matlab. The values of Young’s Modulus and 285 

Poisson’s ratio are 継 噺 に┻ひ 抜 など替 kPa and に=0.15, respectively (Gu, et al., 2017).  The 286 

coordinate of the anisotropic yield criterion in (
蹄猫貸蹄熱態 , 購掴槻) space rotates following the 287 

rotating of the bedding angle of the DEM sample. Non-associativity in the conventional 288 

flow rule is used with the dilatancy angle ね(ep)=0斎 for simplicity. 289 

 290 

Shear stress ratio  291 

Fig. 5 presents results of the stress ratio (shear stress divided by normal stress) plotted 292 

against the shear strain in terms of different bedding angles, from both DEM simulations 293 

and model predictions. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the evolutions for the stress ratio in terms 294 

of different bedding angles are quite similar. They increase rapidly before the shear 295 

strain reaches at around 5%, and then decrease with the increase of shearing. All these 296 

features of the evolution for the stress ratio are captured by the present model as shown 297 

in Fig. 5(b). The peak stress ratios from DEM simulations are within a range of 298 

approximately 0.75-0.91, while those from the present model predictions are within a 299 

similar range of 0.75-0.89. However, though predictions from Yu and Yuan’s non-300 

coaxial model and the M-C model, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) respectively, can 301 
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capture the softening of the stress ratio, they cannot account for the effect of initial 302 

anisotropy (i.e., the bedding angle). The values of the stress ratio are consistent with 303 

various bedding angles as shown in Fig. 5(c) and 5(d). The ultimate values for the stress 304 

ratio are higher by the model predictions when compared to the DEM simulations. The 305 

reason may be that the chosen of non-coaxial coefficient k needs further evaluation, e.g., 306 

by HCA testing. 307 

 308 

Orientations of principal stresses and principal (plastic) strain rates 309 

DEM simulation results of principal orientations of strain rates are present in Fig. 6(a), 310 

of which the polynomial fitting curve is given in Fig. 6(b) as the purple dash line. Seven 311 

solid lines corresponding to each bedding angle illustrate the principal orientations of 312 

stresses (Fig. 6(b)).  As shown in Fig. 6(b), DEM simulation results indicate that non-313 

coaxiality of the principal stress and strain rate exists at the first stage of the loading and 314 

tend to be co-axial at around 45º. In addition, different bedding angles (initial anisotropy) 315 

result in different directions of principal stresses at the beginning of shearing. However 316 

as shown in Fig. 7(a), M-C predictions cannot capture the feature of non-coaxiality, 317 

since the directions of principal stress and principal plastic strain rate are always coaxial 318 

during shearing. Both predictions from Yu and Yuan (2006) and the present model, 319 

demonstrate non-coaxiality of these two directions, as shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c) 320 

respectively. Coaxiality of the ultimate orientations of principal stresses and principal 321 

(plastic) strain rates are reached and the degrees are around 45º, which are consistent 322 

with DEM simulation results and other experimental observations (e.g. Roscoe et al. 323 

1967). However, even for the present model, few differences can be obtained for the 324 

directions of principal stresses, with different bedding angles, at the early stage of 325 

loading. This discrepancy may result from the fact that only the directions of the 326 

principal plastic strain rates are calculated by using the proposed non-coaxial model; 327 

however, the total principal strain rate orientations are obtained from the DEM 328 

simulations. 329 

 330 

CONCLUSIONS 331 

Experimental observations and numerical simulations have shown that non-coaxiality 332 
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is a significant aspect of soil behaviour, which has not been fully understood. In this 333 

paper, a non-coaxial, plane strain soil model has been proposed. The new formulation 334 

takes into account the initial soil strength anisotropy.  In simple shear tests, perfect 335 

agreements with analytical calculations have shown the correctness of the finite element 336 

implementation procedures of the newly proposed model. The new model can reproduce 337 

the non-coincidence of the direction of the principal stress and principal plastic strain 338 

rate when non-associativity in the conventional plastic flow rule was used. This model 339 

was capable, however not perfect, of capturing the DEM observations of simple shear 340 

testing with respect to the orientations of principal stresses and (plastic) strain rates. 341 

 342 

 343 

APPENDIX 344 

Conventional part of the plastic strain rate 345 

The conventional part of the plastic strain rate is normal to the plastic potential, and is 346 

defined as: 347 

 資岌 椎頂 噺 膏岌  擢巽擢時                                            (15) 348 

Where 膏岌 is a positive scalar and g denotes the plastic potential. 349 

 350 

Tangential part of the plastic strain rate 351 

The vector 参 is introduced as normal to the yield surface in the space of (
蹄猫貸蹄熱態 , 購掴槻, 352 蹄猫袋蹄熱態 ) , and the material derivative 参岌  with respect to time depends on the stress rate 時岌 .         353 

Following Yu and Yuan (2006) and Harris (1993), the tangential component of the 354 

plastic strain rate can be written as follows: 355 資岌 椎痛 噺 倦 ゲ 参岌                                           (16) 356 

where k is a dimensionless scalar that is introduced as a non-coaxial soil coefficient.  357 

The variable m is a geometrical parameter as illustrated in Fig. 2, which can be 358 

calculated as follows (Booker and Davis, 1972; Yu, 2007): 359 

1
(2 )

2 p

F
tan m

F





                                          (17) 360 

where F is given in Equation 4. 361 
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In (
蹄猫貸蹄熱態 , 購掴槻) space of an anisotropic yield criterion, the orientation of the normal 362 

vector 参  is introduced as: 363 

2 2 2p m                                             (18) 364 

The material derivative 参岌  is dependent on both ep and m. Hence, this time 劇 is also 365 

influenced by the internal friction angle when compared to the original non-coaxial 366 

model proposed by Yu and Yuan (2006).  367 

For a plane strain condition, now the vector 参 can be written as: 368 

    参 噺 岷潔剣嫌にほ 伐潔剣嫌にほ に嫌件券にほ峅脹                            (19) 369 

The material derivative 参岌  is then obtained as: 370 

    参岌 噺 岷潔剣嫌にほ岌 伐潔剣嫌にほ岌 に嫌続券にほ岌 峅脹                            (20) 371 

By combining Equations 16-18 and 20, we can rewrite the material derivative 参岌  as: 372 

       参岌 噺 怠賃 ゲ 錆 ゲ 時                                             (21) 373 

The matrix 錆 is displayed as follows:       374 錆 噺 煩 欠怠 伐欠怠 欠態伐欠怠 欠怠 伐欠態欠戴 伐欠戴 欠替 晩                                     (22) 375 

where the scalars 欠怠, 欠態, 欠戴 and 欠替 are presented as: 376 

1 2 2
   

   
[ ]

4 (
  

 )

xy

xy x y

a k


  
  

 
                               (23) 377 

2 2 2
[ ]
4 (

 
    

 )   

x y

xy x y

a k
 

  



  

 
                                 (24) 378 

3 2 2
    

  
[ ]

)  4 (

xy

xy x y

a k


  
 

 
                                 (25) 379 

4 2 2

 
   

   
[
4 ( ) 

]x y

xy x y

a k
 

  



 
                                    (26) 380 

where 381 

      2( 2 2 2 2 ) (1 )  =
pp psin cos m cos sin m m                       (27) 382 

      2( 2 2 2 2 ) ( 1 )
pp pcos cos m sin sin m m                          (28) 383 

With respect to a rotational ellipse in the deviatoric stress space of the anisotropic yield 384 

criterion, the definition of mep is: 385 
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2 2

2

2    )1
 

 2(
p

n C D
m

C

C


   
                                   (29) 386 

where 387 

      2 2( 1) (2       2 ) 1pC n cos                                       (30) 388 

2    ( ) ( 4 ) 1 4 pD n sin                                         (31) 389 

With respect to an eccentric ellipse in the deviatoric stress space of the anisotropic yield 390 

criterion, the definition of mep is: 391 

' 2 2 2 2 '

2 2

)  (

2cos(2 (
 

) )p

E E F E F E

m E F
m

    
 

  392 

where, 393 

4 2 2 2 2 2 2( (1 )cos(2 ) )sin(4 ) 2 sin(2 ) (2 2 )( cos(2 ))sin(4 )p p c d p c c p pE n e n n e n eS S S n S n e           394 

(32) 395 

2 2( cos(2 ))c d c pF S S S n e                                                                                              (33) 396 

and, 397 

4 2 2 2 2 2 2
max max max max( sin cos ) cos (2 ) ( ( sin cos ) )sin (2 )c p pS n p c n e p c                  398 

   (34) 399 

2 2 2cos (2 ) sin (2 )d p pS n                                                                                            (35) 400 

max max
1

( cot ) (sin sin )
2 pe p c                                                                                    (36) 401 

As a result, the elasto-plastic stress-strain stiffness matrix can be modified to account 402 

for both the effects of soil anisotropy and non-coaxiality. The derivatives of stress-strain 403 

relationship in the incremental form is shown as follows: 404 時岌 噺 拶蚕使資岌 噺 拶蚕岫資岌 伐 似岌 擢巽擢時 伐 錆時岌 岻                       (37) 405 

Together with the equation of perfect plasticity under the condition of consistency, the 406 

non-coaxial elasto-plastic stress-strain stiffness matrix is shown as: 407 

     拶蚕使 噺 拶蚕博博博博買塔買時岫買肉買時岻畷拶蚕博博博博岫買肉買時岻畷拶蚕博博博博買塔買時                                      (38) 408 

where the elastic stiffness matrix 拶蚕博博博博 is modified as: 409 
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   拶蚕博博博博 噺 岫薩 髪 拶蚕錆岻貸層拶蚕                                   (39) 410 

in which 薩 is introduced as the identity tensor. 411 

 412 
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NOTATION 417 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 418 資岌  total strain rate 資岌 勅 elastic strain rate 資岌 椎 plastic strain rate 時岌  total stress rate 拶蚕(拶蚕博博博博) elastic (modified) stiffness matrix 
E Young’s modulus 
に Poisson’s ratio 購掴, 購槻 normal stress 購掴槻 shear stress 購追 vertical stress 購提 circumferential stress 酵提 shear stress in vertical plane 

f yield surface 

p Mean (hydraulic) stress 

R,q deviatoric stress 

ep 
angle of deviation of the major principal stress direction to the x-

axis 

轄 Internal friction angle 

b intermediate principal stress parameter 膏岌 positive scalar 

g plastic potential 

 dilation angle 
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c cohesion 

K0 lateral stress ratio (earth pressure coefficient at rest) 

Anisotropic yield criterion  

F known function of p,Θp 
,m geometric variables in the anisotropic yield criterion 
A/B The major and minor lengths of the rotational ellipse  

轄max(轄min) maximum (minimum) peak internal friction angle with direction 
轄p Internal friction angle whenΘp=π/2 
n ratio of the minimum over maximum peak internal friction angles 

く 
angle of the major principal stress direction to the deposition 

direction 
max maximum dilation angle with direction 

Non-coaxial plasticity 参岌  material derivative 
N non-coaxial matrix 資岌 椎頂 conventional component of the plastic strain rate 資岌 椎痛 tangential component of the plastic strain rate 
k non-coaxial coefficient 

 419 
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Fig. 1 The anisotropic yield surface in: (a) X=(jx-jy)/2, Y=jxy, Z=(jx+jy)/2 space; (b) 527 

X=(jx-jy)/2, Y=jxy space. 528 

Fig. 2 The yield surface and non-coaxial plastic flow rule in: (a) ((jx-jy)/2, jxy, 529 

(jx+jy)/2) space, (b) ((jx-jy)/2, jxy) space. 530 

Fig. 3 Numerical results of shear stress ratio for isotropic modelling (n=1): (a) 531 

associativity; (b) non-associativity. 532 

Fig. 4 Numerical results of principal orientations of the stress and plastic strain rate for 533 

coaxial modelling (n=1, k=0): (a) associativity, (b) non-associativity. 534 

Fig.5 Shear stress ratio against the shear strain: (a) DEM simulation results (Qian et 535 

al., 2016); (b) numerical results by the present model; (c) numerical results by the non-536 

coaxial (Yu and Yuan, 2006); (d) numerical results by the Mohr-Coulomb model. 537 

Fig.6 DEM simulation results (Qian et al., 2016): (a) principal orientations of strain 538 

rates; (b) principal stress orientations and the fitted principal strain orientation. 539 

Fig.7 Model predictions for the principal orientations of stresses and plastic strain 540 

rates: (a) Mohr-Coulomb model; (b) non-coaxial model (Yu and Yuan, 2006); (c) the 541 

present model. 542 
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Table 1 Model parameters. 550 

Young’s modulus  Poisson’s ratio maximum internal 

friction angle  

Surface surcharge  Lateral stress ratio 

 継 (kPa) に 轄max (º) p (kPa) K0 に┻は 抜 など替 0.3 30 100 0.5 2.0 

 551 
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